
Features & Benefits

VENTEX® Ventex Centrigual Fan 200P

Portable and adaptable

3,200m3 /hr airflow

Use with filtration to manage dust 

and fumes

110v 16a

Ventex Centrigual Fan 200P

The 200P is a compact Centrifugal fan, designed to provide powerful ventilation or extraction in 
situations which have a limited power supply but need the flexibility of a centrifugal fan.

This makes it ideal for ventilating small areas with limited access, and for a range of dust and 
fume extraction and filtration tasks.

The centrifugal design means the airflow does not pass over the motor, making it suitable for 
hot, flammable or abrasive applications.

It is designed to suit 200mm intake and outlet ducting.

With the external frame providing multiple carrying points, it is easy to carry and move around.

This unit can be used as a stand alone unit or can be teamed with a RVT filtration unit. 

Key Applications

Exhaust fume extraction  
Ventilation of confined spaces
Dust extraction
Abrasive fumes, flammable fumes and 
toxic fumes
Flammable Gasses & Solvents
Exhaust & Hot Fumes
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VENTEX®

Ventex Centrigual Fan 200P

Fan Unit

Maximum Airflow 3,200m3/h

Outlet ducting diameter 200mm 

Plug 16a 3-pin

Voltage 110v

Motor Size 1.1kW

Start Current 40 amps

Running Current 15 amps 

Length 680mm

Width 520mm

Height

Generator size

550mm

5 Kva

Ventex 200P 
Centrifugal Fan

Intake ducting diameter 200mm 

Weight 35 kg

Lifting Method External frame for 
carrying

Noise* 70 DbA

*Noise levels are given as a guidance only, as the location and loading 
of the fan will affect the final noise output. Noise levels will be at their 
loudest opposite the intake

The CF 200P can be connected to any RVT filtration unit, as pictured.




